Leadership committee members in attendance:
Jessica O’Brien, Amy Badertscher, Eric Kidwal, Richard Moniz
Others that joined the discussion: Diane Vanderpol, Kathryn Gowney, Clem Guthro,

What can we do besides this award?

Leadership promotion
What is cultural leadership
Are there different skills for different levels of leadership
Award is $3000
What are the tools available

ALA connect but what else exists
Did this committee form as a way to promote the award

What are other ways this committee could be active

How to advise and review the reward--transferable

Could the fund travel for award
What is the motivation for applying
What is it mentioned
What do we mean by innovative
Transferable

What is a college library
Teaching library vs a research

Cool Award--pro quest-
Changing your environment
Resourceful thinking outside the box
What is new or different about this change Modeled by others

Why
How
Results
Did they include how it might be transferrable
Heres the takeaway
Target directors-- Could we see if proquest

Is there there a way to split the award to target smaller Schools
Should be its own program.

Have the program attached to the award—winners need to present in person or virtually

Leader

Every recipient needs to have a video clip about the project either

Option to add this as part of the award

Prof. Development—leadership
Lama programs—what is the niche for this small group Connecting things to good programs seems to be the key for this team

Program committee, professional development and leadership

Adam Burlin
Megan Giffin—program

Could we help direct folks
A lib guides for leadership—what is out there, articles, programs, offerings Model acrl—leader of the year/month

How do we organize a lib guide
A couple of folks working on editing

Tab on the award, videos,

How to keep it fresh

Acrl blog

Acrl updates—need to get the award updates Monitor the list for potential award candidate

Time line for the award
Deadlines
Review

Start advertising now!

What changes can we make and what needs to be approved and by whom How do we make it more findable on google, site, etc

Look at the minutes for 5 years of experience—could we change this to 2-3 years? Why is that included—can we eliminate that?

Union college—what did they do to win the award? Can we use this as an example for small colleges?
College library director leadership program

--
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